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Chapter 2661: So, you’ve been hiding this from me (1) 

“Marquis Bai, please be strong! You have to take care of yourself for Junior Sister! And… and Madam Bai 

needs you!” Liu Buyan was extremely anxious. 

As a doctor, he knew very clearly that Bai Liufeng was in a perilous situation. 

When one had no will to die, even if there wasn’t any problem with the body, one would also die within 

a short time. Moreover, Bai Liufeng’s condition was such right now! 

“Madam Bai, please try to persuade him!” Liu Buyan turned around and shouted. 

However, Huang Siluo didn’t seem as though she had any intention to do so. She merely shook her head 

quietly. 

“It’s not Liufeng who caused Lass Li’s death, it’s me! When I was imprisoned by my Eldest Brother, I 

should have committed suicide rather than think of sacrificing my own life for Sacred Phoenix Race. If it 

wasn’t for my indecisiveness, Liufeng and Lass Li would not have insisted on coming to save me and she 

wouldn’t have died! I’m the sinner who should suffer a thousand deaths!” 

Her miserable self-reproaching left the other three with bitter coldness. 

“Madam Bai, please don’t think in that way. All these are done by Lord Zhan, that despicable person 

who is worse than a beast!” 

“That’s right! It’s not you and Marquis Bai’s fault!” 

“Don’t talk about this anymore. Divine Doctor Liu, is there any pill that can increase our potential? Let’s 

eat those and attack again! Sovereign and Grandmaster Huang are not ordinary people, I don’t believe 

that they will just die in this way!” 

“That’s right. What oracle or prediction! I don’t believe in that rubbish! Those ancient God Clans only 

know how to act mysterious!” 

Cang Po Jun and the others managed to recover a little bit of energy, so they stood up in a wobble. They 

wanted to try saving them again. 

But at this moment, Lord Zhan who was in the middle of the array suddenly opened his eyes and looked 

at them! 

… 

In the middle of the Blood Pool. 

Huang Yueli felt her blood essence being drawn out bit by bit and her consciousness was getting blurrier 

by the minute. 

Just as she almost lost consciousness, she suddenly saw a blinding gold light flash past. 

When the golden light disappeared, she abruptly opened her eyes. 



“Moying—! Don’t die—!” 

Huang Yueli subconsciously sprang up and widened her eyes. She looked around and suddenly felt that 

something was amiss. 

She discovered that the pain that swept over her body had suddenly disappeared. Moreover, the 

surrounding scenery seemed a little familiar… 

“Woo woo woo… Female Devil, wake up. Don’t die… woo woo woo, I don’t want to be stuck in that 

broken piece of jade again…” 

She heard a faint, tender crying sound. 

Huang Yueli lowered her head to discover that Little Wang Cai had turned into the fleshy little kid and he 

was sobbing as he hugged her feet. 

She was now inside… the Sky Phoenix Ring? 

She picked up Little Wang Cai and asked, “Wang Cai, what’s going on? Why am I inside the Sky Phoenix 

Ring? Am I already dead??” 

Little Wang Cai was so absorbed in his sobbing that he didn’t even realize that his Master had already 

awoken. 

When she carried him up, his eyes widened with joy. “Female Devil, you’re really awake!!” 

Huang Yueli frowned when she heard that. “What do you mean by awake? I feel that this is the 

hallucination that I have before I die! What on earth is going on? Am I really in a dream?” 

Little Wang Cai kept shaking his head when he heard that. 

“No, no, you’re not dreaming! You’ve really come into the Sky Phoenix Ring!” 
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Huang Yueli was stunned. “What? I’m inside the Sky Phoenix Ring? But hasn’t my blood essence been 

sucked dry by the Blood Moon Great Array? Can my primordial spirit be attached to the Sky Phoenix 

Ring after my death? Then what have I become? A spirit artifact like you?” 

Little Wang Cai went into a short blank and said, “Female Devil, are you confused? You can’t even tell if 

you’re still a living being or a spirit artifact? You’re in the Sky Phoenix Ring, but with your physical body!” 

Huang Yueil’s eyes grew wide in disbelief. 

She spread out her hands and put them in front of her. After taking a good look, she pinched her thigh… 

“What the, I can feel the pain!” She was pleasantly shocked. “How did this happen? Isn’t it common 

knowledge that only spirit artifacts can enter the Sky Phoenix Ring?” 

If it wasn’t like this, when she was being pursued by Lord Zhan, she would have thought of different 

ways to enter the Sky Phoenix Ring. 



Although it was a God Relic, it could not accommodate her body. Hence she could only try her best to 

escape. 

Little Wang Cai frowned and a solemn expression appeared on his little round face. It looked strangely 

adorable. 

But Huang Yueli was not in the mood to notice that. She was listening to him seriously. 

“This… I don’t know either! In the past, only spirit artifacts could enter the Sky Phoenix Ring. But that 

was because it was in first grade! Later on, as you advanced with <<Nine Phoenix Transformation>>, the 

Sky Phoenix Ring was also upgraded. Perhaps it had unknowingly gained this function. Earlier when I saw 

you and Big Demon Lord were about to die, I… I had no other choice but to use this method to see if I 

can bring you in. In the end… it succeeded!” 

Huang Yueli’s eyes lit up. 

The Sky Phoenix Ring’s various functions were something that she did not have time to research yet. 

After all, she did not hold any information about God Realm’s top rated God Relic. Moreover, the Sky 

Phoenix Ring was still short of three other parts. So Huang Yueli wasn’t sure if these could be 

materialized. 

She only knew that the outer courtyard’s medicine farm and spring water could be used to cultivate 

crops. Every time it upgraded, the cupboard in the room would appear high levelled medicinal pills and 

manuscripts. 

She had not expected the Sky Phoenix Ring to take effect and saved her and Li Moying… 

Thinking of this, she turned around and looked everywhere. But she could not find Li Moying anywhere. 

“Didn’t you say you’ve saved Moying? Where is he?” 

Little Wang Cai pouted and gestured at the door with his head. “I threw Big Demon Lord in the 

courtyard. He’s too stinky, I can’t let him come in!” 

As the little phoenix’s bloodline was suppressed by Li Moying, he would act like a mouse whenever he 

saw him. The big demon lord had been bullying him every single time. 

So this time, he was afraid of his Master getting hurt so he forcibly saved them. However, he left Li 

Moying on the medicinal farm. 

Huang Yueli understood what he was thinking about. Shaking her head helplessly, she got up and walked 

out. 

Li Moying was indeed lying beside the Spirit Saint Spring. His tall figure laid limp on the ground, crushing 

several stalks of valuable medicinal herbs. 

As his injury was much more serious than Huang Yueli’s, it could be said that he was pulled back from 

the brink of death. So even if he was inside the Sky Phoenix Ring, he would not regain consciousness so 

quickly. His brows were still furrowed and he was still not moving at all. 



Huang Yueli walked over and tried to check his pulse. She discovered that although Li Moying’s pulse 

was relatively weak, there was still a slim chance of survival. 
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At least he was still alive! 

Huang Yueli’s eyes reflected a glint of joy. She hurriedly ran into her room and took out several bottles 

of medicinal herbs from the cupboard. 

These medicinal pills were top levelled pills that were great for nourishing blood essence. Although it 

was not as good as those that Liu Buyan had, luckily she had a huge amount of it. Huang Yueli poured 

out a big handful of it and stuffed it into Li Moying’s mouth. 

However, Li Moying was already in deep comatose and was unable to swallow the pills on his own. 

Huang Yueli took a large mouthful of Saint Spring Water, popped the pills into her mouth, and climbed 

onto Li Moying’s body. Without any hesitation, she slowly fed him the medicine. 

After Li Moying took the pills, his face slowly regained some colour and his pulse also stabilized. 

Huang Yueli stayed by his side. She wiped his sweat and sometimes fed him medicine. It took a long time 

before Li Moying finally opened his eyes. 

“Moying! You… you’re finally awake!” She pounced towards him and cried tears of joy! 

“Moying! You… you scared me to death! Woo woo woooo…” 

She hugged Li Moying’s waist, then burying her face into his chest, she started to sob! 

She had never been so scared in her entire two lifetimes! 

Even when Li Moying almost died because of his Soul Detachment Illness, she firmly believed that she 

would find a way to save him! 

But this time, she had nearly given up hope, thinking that Li Moying would not be able to come back to 

life! 

After Li Moying regained consciousness, there was a moment when he totally could not recognize where 

he was. 

But when he saw his little fox sobbing on top of him, he subconsciously wanted to hug her, “Li’er, 

don’t… don’t cry…” 

He had just opened his mouth, and he discovered that his voice was extremely hoarse. Moreover, just a 

slight action of lifting his hand made his entire body ache. 

This feeling… 

The memories before he slipped into unconsciousness began to return back to his mind. Li Moying 

shivered and grabbed Huang Yueli’s hand. “Li’er, we… where are we? We’re not dead? Who saved us?” 



He wasn’t like Huang Yueli, suspecting that he had become a spirit artifact. That was because he did not 

know that he was inside the Sky Phoenix Ring! 

“This time, we’re really lucky! It’s Wang Cai who saved us. We’re now inside the Sky Phoenix Ring…” 

Huang Yueli swiftly explained everything in brief on the current situation. 

When Li Moying heard that, he heaved a sigh of relief, “So it’s like this. Looks like our luck is not bad! 

Under this kind of dire situation, we managed to escape the calamity! Li’er, you’re my lucky star.” 

He blinked the rippling peach blossom eyes and gazed tenderly at Huang Yueli. 

Although his face was deadly pale with dark eye rings which made his face haggard from the loss of 

blood essence, there was no change to his handsome countenance. Moreover, he had a kind of 

exclusive look that reflected that he had been through many vicissitudes. 

Huang Yueli felt her face turning red. “You can’t say that. If it wasn’t for the fact that you were helping 

me to save my mother, you wouldn’t have met with such a fatal crisis…” 

Li Moying grabbed her little hand and was just about to say something… 

Suddenly, the skies gave off a “rumble” sound. It seemed as though a stroke of lightning was striking 

down on their heads. The Sky Phoenix Ring also started to shake. 

However, the shaking stopped quickly, and Sky Phoenix Ring resumed back to its original peace. 

But Huang Yueli and Li Moying’s expression turned grave. 

“This… Sky Phoenix Ring, doesn’t seem… very safe?” 
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Huang Yueli raised her voice and called, “Wang Cai, Wang Cai! Come out here for a while!” 

Little Wang Cai hurriedly ran out with his short legs and looked worriedly at Huang Yueli. “Female Devil, 

you… are you alright? Ah, Big Demon Lord is awake!” 

When Li Moying heard this salutation, he frowned slightly. But as he had just come back to life, he did 

not have any energy to argue with a little brat. 

Huang Yueli beckoned to Little Wang Cai, telling him to come closer. Then she asked, “What’s going on 

earlier? Could it be that although the Sky Phoenix Ring is a valuable ancient God Relic, it still isn’t enough 

to resist the Blood Moon Great Array’s might?” 

Little Wang Cai played with his fingers and said with a stammer, “This… actually I’m not very sure! That 

year when the Sky Phoenix Ring was still in the previous Master, this was just a mere demon tribe’s 

array that was incapable of causing any damage to it. But after the Sky Phoenix Ring fell into Soaring 

Heavens Continents, it was inflicted with serious damage and was destroyed! Other than the main piece 

that you have with you, three other shattered parts are currently missing. Although your bloodline is 

compatible with the Sky Phoenix Ring, there’s no way for it to display the original power that it had in 

ancient times…” 



Huang Yueli immediately understood what was going on after his explanation. 

But immediately following that, she thought of a crucial point and her heart jolted. 

“So to speak, the Sky Phoenix Ring really cannot fight against the Blood Moon Great Array? We can’t 

stay here for too long, is that right?” 

Little Phoenix nodded his head and said, “Right. As the Sky Phoenix Ring’s power is insufficient, there’s 

no way to totally isolate you and Big Demon Lord’s presence, so the Blood Moon Great Array could 

sense your blood essence/ Hence it kept attacking the Sky Phoenix Ring! Once a crack appears in here, 

both of you will be thrown out! By then, I will not be able to save you for a second time!” 

Huang Yueli frowned and exchanged a glance with Li Moying. 

Although they were mentally prepared that hiding in Sky Phoenix Ring’s space wasn’t a long-term plan, 

they would need to think of other ways if they wanted to escape unscathed. 

But according to what Little Wang Cai was saying, their situation was far worse than what they had 

imagined. It could simply be said that the layer was thin like ice. No one could tell when the Sky Phoenix 

Ring would collapse. 

Little Wang Cai saw them keeping silent and he carefully shot a look at Huang Yueli. Then he said, 

“Moreover… there’s something… ughh!” 

Huang Yueli questioned relentlessly, “What else is there? Don’t hem and haw, just say it outright if you 

have something to say!” 

Little Wang Cai took a look at Li Moying and said, “Logically speaking, the Sky Phoenix Ring could only 

allow the Master’s body to enter the space, and Big Demon Lord isn’t supposed to come in. I don’t know 

why he could smuggle in so I’m assuming that it might be due to the special spiritual connection that 

both of you have? After all, he is not the Sky Phoenix Ring’s Master. So even if he manages to come in, 

he can only stay for two hours. When the time is up, if he doesn’t leave, he will suffocate to death.” 

Huang Yueli yelled at him, “What? There’s something like this!” 

To her, this news was just too devastating! 

She had finally saved Li Moying, and she assumed that they had turned their misfortune around. But 

whoever knew that Li Moying could only stay in the Sky Phoenix Ring for two hours max! 

What could they solve in just a mere two hours? 

Li Moying’s injuries were not light. With this bit of timing, it wasn’t even though to administer basic 

treatment, not to mention others! 

Even if Li Moying could recover his health, Sky Phoenix Ring was still at the bottom of the blood pool 

right now. 
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The minute Li Moying was thrown out, he would fall into the Blood Moon Great Array again. 



The result would be for him to experience the entire process of blood essence and spiritual root being 

drawn away again, suffering pain that was worse than death… 

“Damnit, why did things turn out like this!” Huang Yueli punched the ground hard! 

In comparison, Li Moying was much more composed. 

When he found out that he was going to die once again, there weren’t too many changes in his 

expression. 

Li Moying held Huang Yueli’s wrist gently. The strength he used wasn’t very big but it stopped her action 

of punching the ground. Her little fist stopped in mid-air. 

“Li’er, don’t be anxious. Things might not be as bad as what Little Wang Cai said. After all, our spirits are 

linked and it’s different from what he thinks. Our connection is much stronger than ordinary people…” 

Huang Yueli went into a daze and suddenly recalled that a portion of her primordial spirit came from Li 

Moying. 

Their primordial spirits had fused and combined with each other. 

This kind of spiritual connection was naturally closer than anything else. 

Based on this relationship, perhaps Li Moying would be able to stay in the Sky Phoenix Ring for a slightly 

longer time. 

She heaved a slight sigh of relief and became calmer. But her brows were still tightly knitted and she 

said softly, “Even if you can stay here for a little while longer, we will still have to leave this place 

eventually. We can’t keep staying inside the Sky Phoenix Ring. I think, since things have come to such a 

pass, Lord Zhan will not give up so easily, so we’d still have to go out!” 

Li Moying nodded his head and said, “That’s right. Moreover, I’m a little worried about father-in-law and 

mother-in-law. If Lord Zhan is unable to gather sufficient blood essence from us, he might set his designs 

on them…” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli jumped up and said, “Right, what you said is correct! That Lord Zhan is 

deranged and he will do anything! We must leave this place and save mother and the others. Otherwise, 

the consequences will be dire!” 

She thought about it and turned to walk into the room, “The Sky Phoenix Ring has many treasures which 

were left behind by the previous owner. I’ll go in and take a look to see if there’s anything that we can 

use!” 

Li Moying could not think of any other ideas so he could only get up and try to follow her in. 

However, he had just started to move when he felt a wave of dizziness. He could not control his body 

and fell onto the ground once again. 

Huang Yueli heard a sound and when she turned back to take a look, she quickly ran back again. She 

held onto him and stopped him from trying to get up. 



“Moying, you… you’re not allowed to move. I’ll go in and check on my own! Do you know what condition 

are you in right now? Twice, you used your inherent fated blood essence to forcibly raise your 

cultivation. Then you were absorbed by so many blood essence! If I didn’t use so many pills of ninth 

levelled top graded medicinal pills to save your life, you’d long be… long be… anyway, just stay here and 

concentrate on recuperation. Do not move about recklessly!” 

“But there are only two hours more and I will…” Li Moying used his determination to suppress the horrid 

feeling, attempting to reason with Huang Yueli. 

She stared fiercely at him, “You also know that there’s just one hour! If you don’t grab hold of time to 

recuperate, later when you really get thrown out, you won’t even be able to last for a breath!” 

She got up after she gave Li Moying a good lecture. 

Huang Yueli had just got up when she felt something under her feet. It caused her to lose her balance as 

she fell sideways on the ground. 
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“Ahhh—!” 

“Li’er—!” 

Li Moying saw her falling and wanted to catch her, but he was unable to defend himself right now. So he 

could only watch her fall on the ground. 

Luckily, the Sky Phoenix Ring’s garden was full of soft mud so she didn’t feel too badly. But her face was 

stained with mud and she looked rather dishevelled. 

Huang Yueli stood up and patted off the mud off her clothes, then she looked down at the ground. 

Seeing this, she discovered that there was a pile of medicinal pills, Profound Weapons, medicinal herbs 

and it scattered everywhere. These items look rather familiar. 

“What’s this?” Huang Yueli furrowed her brows. 

Little Wang Cai gave a weak explanation by the side, “This, this… all the Profound Weapons which had 

been thrown into the Sky Phoenix Ring would become ineffective by the ancient God Relic’s might. Your 

space realm could not be used so everything inside had dropped on the ground. Don’t blame me for not 

reminding you. Who asked you not to look carefully when you walk, so serves you right for falling…” 

Little Wang Cai was anxiously trying to absolve himself of the blame. However, Huang Yueli wasn’t 

listening at all. She had been attracted by a faint golden scroll. 

This scroll was the exact culprit that caused her fall. 

Li Moying had passed everything he had to his wife, so Huang Yueli basically knew what he had in his 

realm ring. 

However, this scroll looked rather unfamiliar. Huang Yueli did not recall that she had seen it previously. 



Moreover, this scroll was giving off a faint golden glow. Just one look and one could tell that it wasn’t 

something ordinary. It was most likely a treasure. Moreover, the external portion had a sealing array 

pattern on it, which looked extremely secretive. 

She subconsciously bent down to pick it up and check on it. 

But Li Moying also started moving when she did. 

He turned towards Huang Yueli’s direction and her arm happened to crush on the scroll. 

Huang Yueli used three fingers to pick it up, but before she wasn’t able to. She couldn’t help but was 

stunned momentarily, “Moying?” 

Li Moying pretended as though he didn’t sense what she was trying to do and he looked at the door in 

the main hall. “Li’er, aren’t you going into the room to see if there’s any treasure that can be used?” 

Huang Yueli regained her senses and her attention had indeed been diverted. “Ah, yes! That’s right!” 

“There’s not much time left, you’d better get moving!” 

Huang Yueli nodded her head, “Yes, I’ll go right now! You… you’re not allowed to move. Stay here and 

work on your recovery, do you understand?” 

Li Moying agreed readily. 

Huang Yueli then turned around and left in a hurry. 

When Li Moying saw her walking into the hall without turning back, he heaved a long sigh of relief. 

Lifting his aching right hand, he wiped the sweat off his forehead! 

Just a bit, it was just a bit more before his greatest secret was exposed by Huang Yueli! 

That golden-colored scroll was not any other thing. It was the remnant pages of the <<Drifting Cloud 

Scroll>> that he got from Liu Buyan! 

Back then, after he snatched the remnant pages, his first reaction was to destroy the pages. In this way, 

the contents in the remnant pages would only be known to him and Liu Buyan. So this secret would 

never be revealed. 

Li Moying tried many ways to destroy it. He resorted to tearing the pages, using water to soak them, and 

burning them, but those few thin pieces of paper just couldn’t be destroyed! 
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Helpless, Li Moying could only let Cang Po Yu seal the scroll up with a sealing array pattern and put it 

away. 

In order to prevent Huang Yueli from accidentally flipping through this, he had been keeping it in his 

realm ring. 

He originally thought that this method would be foolproof. 



Huang Yueli wasn’t those kinds of petty ladies who loved to flip through her husband’s personal items so 

she would definitely not find out about the secret that he kept from her. 

But no matter what, he had never expected that one day, his realm ring would lose its effectiveness and 

all the items he had would appear in front of Huang Yueli. 

Luckily his reaction was swift enough! 

Li Moying was feeling grateful secretly and he stretched out his hand to hold the scroll. Then he secretly 

pulled it towards his body and hid it in his sleeve. 

After completing these, he finally let down the heavy rock in his heart. 

Little Wang Cai had not left and when he saw Li Moying’s suspicious movements, he couldn’t help but 

shout, “Big Demon Lord, you… you’re doing this intentionally! Why have you hidden that scroll? Is it a 

love letter that other women have written for you? How dare you betray my Female Devil! I’m going to 

tell her! Female Devil—! 

Little Wang Cai was just about to shout. 

Li Moying’s expression changed abruptly and he shot a look at him. At the same time, the Profound 

Energy suppression in his body was unleashed! 

“Shut your mouth!” 

“You…. oof!” 

Little Phoenix was so suppressed that he could not even breathe. His eyes were filled with unwillingness. 

However, Li Moying’s bloodline was from the ancient Cloudy Qilin Clan so it originally had a suppression 

over Little Phoenix’s bloodline. Moreover, Li Moying was innately powerful and overbearing. So, Little 

Phoenix could not resort to any trickery in front of him. 

No matter how unwilling he was, it could only shut its mouth and slink to a corner dejectedly. 

Li Moying then retraced his Profound Energy. With his eyes half-closed, he worked up his cultivation 

method, and coordinating with the medicinal effect of the pills that he had swallowed, he started to 

self-recuperate. 

After a quarter of an hour later, Huang Yueli hastily ran out from the hall. 

“Moying, Moying, are you feeling better?” She ran to Li Moying and touched his face gently. 

Li Moying slowly opened his eyes. 

Although he was feeling terrible, he did not let it show. A smile surfaced on his face and he appeared 

extremely composed. 

“I’m much better, how about you? Have you found anything of use?” 

Huang Yueli gave a soft sigh and said, “There are things of use but unfortunately, there’s not much 

effect! She placed all the medicinal pills in her arms on the ground “These are medicinal pills which are 

used for restoring blood essence. The quantity’s quite a huge amount but absorbing the medicinal effect 



requires some time. We can’t eat everything at one go! Just based on such little medicinal effects, it 

simply cannot be compared with the speed of the Blood Moon Great Array absorbing our blood 

essence!” 

Saying that she took out several Profound Armaments. “These few Profound Armours are ninth tiered 

treasures. Although there’s not much use against the Blood Moon Great Array, it’s better than nothing. 

Put these all on. At least you will be able to sustain a little longer in the array!” 

Saying that she took a pair of wrist guards and wanted to put it on for Li Moying. 

Li Moying hurriedly took the wrist guards and said, “I’m feeling much better. Let me do it on my own! 

You’d better put on a few pieces of Profound Armour as well.” 

Huang Yueli nodded and said, “I know.” 

She picked a jadeite rhino skin female-styled armour and put it in herself. Then she clasped the belt and 

adjusted it. 

Turning around, she saw that Li Moying had already put on the wrist guards. 

She smiled satisfactorily and looked at the ground again. Then she gave a puzzled look. “Hmm? That’s 

strange. Where’s the scroll that I saw earlier?” 
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Hearing that, Li Moying’s heart thumped wildly! 

He simply did not expect that he had already diverted Huang Yueli’s attention. But after such a long time 

had passed, she actually remembered that scroll again! 

She pouted her lips and muttered to herself, “That’s strange, it was just right here earlier? Could that 

scroll be left behind by the previous owner? Perhaps there might be some useful content inside? 

Moying, did you see a golden-coloured scroll? It’s around… this long?” 

Huang Yueli came out with a length with her two index fingers. 

Although Li Moying felt extremely uneasy, he put on a calm look on his face. “What scroll? I didn’t notice 

anything like that.” 

When Little Phoenix who was hiding in the corner heard that, he almost spat out a mouthful of blood 

But he could only stay silent in the darkness. 

Shameless, too shameless! Only scums like him could tell lies without batting an eyelid! 

Huang Yueli frowned suspiciously at first. For a second, she assumed that she had remembered wrongly. 

However, after she surveyed the surroundings, she realized what had happened and she looked at Li 

Moying warily. 

“Moying, you… you really didn’t see anything? I don’t think I remembered wrongly. That golden-

coloured scroll is just too eye-catching. Earlier it was still here, so how could it suddenly disappear in 

front of my eyes?” 



Speaking of that, she recalled that when she wanted to pick the scroll earlier, it was Li Moying who 

suddenly called her. That was why she changed her mind and walked into the hall. 

Huang Yueli was such an intelligent and crafty person so she instantly understood that Li Moying must 

have a problem! 

That scroll was something she had not seen before. So most likely, it must have dropped out from his 

realm ring. Furthermore, he intentionally resorted to trickery to not let her see it… 

Although Huang Yueli had absolute trust towards Li Moying, she knew that he would not possibly harm 

herself. But a woman’s intuition had already told him that the scroll’s content was extremely important. 

The most important thing was she must try to find a way to see it for herself! 

Huang Yueli lifted her head and met Li Moying’s eyes. “You took the scroll away? Why?” 

Li Moying attempted to act dumb. “Scroll? What scroll? Li’er, it’s not time to be concerned about some 

scroll, isn’t it? We don’t have much time left, so we’d better discuss our next course of action…” 

“I’m asking, you, where’s the scroll? Why must you hide it and not show me the contents?” 

His attempts at diverting the topic aroused Huang Yueli’s suspicions. 

She grabbed Li Moying’s collar and asked, “Where’s the scroll? Are you going to hand it over yourself, or 

do I have to do a body search!” 

“Li… Li’er, don’t be like this…” Thoughts swiftly raced past Li Moying’s mind as he thought about ways to 

shift the scroll away. 

All Profound Armaments would lose their effectiveness in the Sky Phoenix ring. What ways could he 

come out with, to evade his little fox’s intelligent eyes? Perhaps he should just seal her meridians and 

try to stall for time? 

Li Moying was still considering what to do when suddenly, he realized that his body was frozen and he 

could not move at all. 

“Li’er… you… this…” He looked at Huang Yueli in shock. 

Huang Yueli sneered and said, “I forgot to tell you that I’m the owner of the Sky Phoenix Ring! 

Everything in the ring is controlled by my will! I just need to use my thoughts and if I don’t want you to 

move, you will not be able to move. So forget about coming with any tricks in front of me!” 
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Li Moying kept shivering! 

He assumed that although he was injured, his ability was much higher than Huang Yueli, so he would still 

make her listen to him. 

But no matter what plans he had, he totally forgot about this point! 

In front of Huang Yueli, the acknowledged master of the God Relic, no matter how much ability he had, 

she was still able to make it listen to her commands. 



“Li… Li’er, listen to my explanation. Will you listen to my explanation, please? You… don’t come over 

first…” Li Moying put up his last struggle. 

However, Huang Yueli refused to listen to his sweet nothing and just did a body search on him. Not too 

long later, she found a golden coloured scroll on him. 

On the scroll was a sealing array pattern that was personally drawn up by Cang Po Yu. 

Ever since she reunited with Bai Liufeng, Huang Yueli’s array skills improved dramatically under his 

guidance. So decoding this array pattern was as easy as lifting a finger. 

She decoded it within two or three tries and unravelled the scroll. 

Huang Yueli could not wait as she took a clear look at the contents. Just then, her eyes opened with 

shock. 

“This is… the remnant pages of the ancient scroll <<Drifting Cloud Scroll>> and these few pages are 

related… related to the Art of Split Soul! Where did you get these remnant pages from? Why didn’t you 

show it to me?” 

Huang Yueli questioned him but did not get a response. 

Li Moying knew that he would be unable to stop her and was extremely dejected. He shut his eyes and 

took several deep breaths. 

Huang Yueli wasn’t expecting him to answer so she continued to read the contents in the pages on her 

own. 

The first few paragraphs on the remnant pages were related to the Art of Split Soul’s history and 

execution method. She had already seen these in her dreams when she took Liu Buyan’s Soul Scattering 

Pill previously. Hence she wasn’t too surprised and read through it quickly. 

But when she came to the last two pages, her fingers trembled. 

“This… this… this is related to the remedy for Art of Split Soul! So there’s no way to cure the missing 

primordial spirit!” 

Huang Yueli swiftly read through the entire portion and cried out in surprise. 

It was clearly stated on the remnant pages. For primordial spirits which had been split up through the 

Art of Split Soul, two parts of the primordial spirit would be distributed between two people and there 

was a way to use it completely. But it required both parties to be in complete harmony before their 

primordial spirits could merge as one. 

To a pair of lovers, this state wasn’t too hard to achieve. As long as the both of them consummate, their 

primordial spirits would be connected. 

The minute they connected, the portion of the primordial spirit that was given out would be attracted 

by the original owner and do its best to return to where it should be. Then it would merge with the 

owner’s primordial spirit. 

Li Moying grew anxious because he knew that his biggest secret had been exposed. 



He opened his eyes with a helpless expression. “This isn’t considered a remedy! Moreover, this is 

something that the later generation people assumed, based on Saint Iniquitous Shadow’s notes. No one 

can guarantee that this method will be effective. Speaking of this, perhaps it was something that the 

later generation people fabricated…” 

“Fabricate? I don’t think so!” Huang Yueli gave a stern expression and said, “If it’s fabricated, you and 

my Senior Brother would not join hands to lie to me, telling me that you have a problem in that aspect, 

hence refusing to consummate with me… So all these things written here are absolutely true, am I 

right?” 

Huang Yueli wasn’t a fool so after she read the contents on the <<Drifting Cloud Scroll>> and adding on 

to the fact that Li Moying and Liu Buyan were acting suspiciously, she immediately understood what was 

going on. 

Chapter 2670: So, you’ve been hiding this from me (10) 

It was no wonder that they were already officially married, but Li Moying came out with various 

situations and refused to consummate with her. 

In the past, before they weren’t engaged yet, this man always loved to be intimate with her. His body 

wouldn’t reflect all these various problems. But why was it that after they got married, he suddenly 

became impotent? 

Moreover, Liu Buyan also colluded with him to interfere with her judgment. 

Recalling back on this, it was evident that both of them already found out about the information on the 

<<Drifting Cloud Scoll>>. Moreover, they believed in the contents very much! 

According to the remnant pages’ records, once the two portions of the primordial spirit were connected, 

they would automatically merge. 

This process was something that even the original owner of the primordial spirit could not control. 

The two portions of the primordial spirit that came from the same source would attract each other to 

resume back to a complete state. This was a Heaven and Earth law, so there was no way to defy it. 

Once the primordial spirit merged, the portion which had been split up would be on the losing end and 

it would be absorbed by the owner. 

That meant that once she and Li Moying consummate, the primordial spirit that she obtained from Li 

Moying would return to him. 

By then, his incomplete primordial spirit would be cured totally. 

But for her, she was able to reincarnate and live on this Continent all because of his primordial spirit. 

Once it had been taken back, her primordial spirit would not be able to support the control of her body. 

The result would end up with her original weak consciousness dispersing once again. It would dissipate 

from her body and become a wisp of residual spirit. 

Moreover, it would not take long before it disintegrated. 



Of course, this result could not be termed as an injustice. 

After all, the result of her previous life of self-exploding should originally be like this. Her soul and spirit 

scattered and dispersed, returning to nothingness. 

As Li Moying forcibly used the Art of Split Soul to retain a sliver of her primordial spirit, she could live 

until today and for so many years. So in that sense, she gained something out of it… 

Li Moying knew that he could not continue hiding the truth. He also knew that denying was no longer 

possible so he could only nod his head. 

“Since you already know… alright then. Even if I said anything else, you wouldn’t believe it. The contents 

on the remnant pages are most likely true… But Liu Buyan and I don’t believe in the contents. But we 

just don’t want to take the risk of causing harm to you… We have been studying other ancient manuals, 

hoping to verify some evidence on the remnant pages.” 

Huang Yueli frowned slightly as though she was trying to verify the authenticity in his words. 

Li Moying saw her expression and got flustered, “Li’er, I… I didn’t want to hide it from you. But… but…” 

He wanted to explain, but discovered that it was very hard for him to do so. 

Because he and Liu Buyan had already colluded together. If Huang Yueli had not discovered the truth on 

her own, he would never have told her about all these. 

However, Huang Yueli knew what he was worried about. 

She shook her head slowly, “I know that you’re afraid that I would feel guilty, and you’re afraid that I will 

feel indebted to you, right?” She blinked and her eyes turned red. “You… why are you always like that? 

Why do you always think of me and never for yourself?” 

 


